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IEG News
News from the administration
Salary dialogue
The annual salary revision will start shortly. All employees (except doctoral students) will receive an
invitation to a salary dialogue from their program manager / equivalent. More information about the
salary dialogue:
https://mp.uu.se/web/info/anstallning/lon/lonesamtal/lonesamtal
Courses in stress management
The university offers courses in stress management for co-workers and doctoral students through
our occupational health service provider Previa. Courses are offered in English and Swedish.
Read more and register: https://mp.uu.se/c/perm/link?p=308249673
https://mp.uu.se/sv/web/info/anstallning/stod-arbetsmiljo/utbildningar/stresskurser
Disputation
As of August 30, disputations can have 300 people sitting (family, friends, etc.), according to the
recommendations that apply to public gatherings.
https://www.folkhalsomyndigheten.se/smittskydd-beredskap/utbrott/aktuella-utbrott/covid19/verksamheter/information-till-arrangorer-av-evenemang/max-antal-deltagare-isammankomster-och-i-olika-lokaler/
(I can’t get the link to work, please copy it to your browser if you want to read more.)

News from Environmental work
A reminder
• That the department has set aside a pot where the
difference is repaid when a climate-good alternative such
as a train is chosen instead of a cheap flight on a business
trip.
• That we have service bikes at EBC. Here is the link to service bikes at UU In-service bicycles.
https://mp.uu.se/web/info/stod/miljo/rutiner-och-riktlinjer/tjansteresor/tjanstecyklar
• Nowadays there are direct trains from Malmö to Berlin.
https://www.omio.co.uk/trains/malmoe/berlin-hxjdj?_ga=2.124590602.1490881995.1627384098-527019944.1627384096

Inspiring news
Per Alström has got a gall midge named after him, Camptomyia alstromi (Diptera: Porricondylinae)
by the leading experts Mathias Jaschhof and Catrin Jaschhof. From the article (142: 105–
184): ”Etymology. This new Camptomyia is named to honor Per Alström, Professor at Uppsala
University and one of the leading figures in contemporary avian systematics.” Per Alström says “Fun,
honoring and surprising!”

New publications
Carolina Segami published the first paper of her PhD thesis in Evolution
Letters, together with Martin Lind and Anna Qvarnström
(https://doi.org/10.1002/evl3.250). In the paper, they ask: “Should
females prefer old males?” The answer might not be as straightforward
as you think, and took 18 years of data collection and hundreds of tests
of paternity on nestlings and their putative fathers in the Öland
collared flycatcher population. Read more about the complex
relationships between direct and indirect benefits that young and older
males bring to females in this blog post by Carolina:
https://evolutionletters.wordpress.com/2021/08/26/should-females-prefer-old-males/

Philipp Kaufmann and Elina Immonen have published a new paper
in the Nature Ecology and Evolution, together with their
collaborators Matthew Wolak and Arild Husby. This is Philipp’s
first published chapter for his PhD thesis. The paper tests
experimentally how sexual body size dimorphism can evolve,
given that the shared genome constrains independent evolution in
the sexes. Using the seed beetle Callosobruchus maculatus, the
team first build a large pedigree to analyse the quantitative genetic
architecture of body size in each sex, and showed how the additive
genetic variation is mainly shared between the sexes but in males
also linked to the sex chromosomes. They then artificially selected
on body size by applying selection either only on one sex, or on
both but in opposite directions. The selection experiment revealed
that the shared genome constrained dimorphism under femalelimited selection, but it could readily evolve under male-limited
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and especially under sexually antagonistic selection. In a third
experiment the team created lines that were otherwise genetically identical but differed for their Y
chromosomes. Collectively these three experiments revealed how genetic variation especially in the
Y chromosome dramatically affects male body size and facilitates rapid evolution of sexual
dimorphism. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-021-01530-z

Eryn McFarlane and Murielle Ålund published a new paper in
the American Naturalist on data collected during their PhD,
together with Païvi Sirkiä and Anna Qvarnström:
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/715842.
They used five years of cross-fostering experiments and
animal models, combined with 17 years of natural pedigree, to
assess the early environmental impacts and heritability of
resting metabolic rate in collared flycatchers. Surprisingly,
they report low heritability, but strong early environmental
effects on resting metabolic rate. The authors discuss the
possible origins of these maternal effects and what they might mean for collared flycatchers in
scenarios of ongoing and future climate change.

New PhD
A warm welcome to Yishu Zhu Animal Ecology, who joined the
Qvarnström Lab on May 1st, starting her PhD directly in the field with
the flycatchers! Yishu previously worked on plasticity in body size
and epigenetics following sex-specific selection in seed beetles,
during her master thesis in Elina Immonen´s group. With the
flycatchers, she will be investigating hybrid dysfunction and climate
driven speciation, using new methods to measure mitochondrial
efficiency directly in the field.

Upcoming PhD defenses
Zuzana Sekajova: Thursday the 23rd September at 14:00 in Ekmansalen
Titel: Adaptation and plasticity within and across generations
Opponent: Lesley Lancaster, University of Aberdeen, UK

Bird film
At the beginning of the summer, UU published a fifth, summary film (3.5 min long) in which Per
Alström talks about birds near Uppsala and propagate to restore the newly formed nature reserve
Årike Fyris
https://youtu.be/2W74oDfgxpk

